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Abstract-Brain tumor is nothing but growth of abnormal cells in the brain. In the initial stages of brain tumor indications like 

heavy headaches, weakening of vision occur. Sometimes there were no indications also. So, adequate processing of the image 

helps to detect the tumors at the initial stages. In medical operations, image processing is one of the most demanding techniques. 

Hence in this project we mainly focus on the preprocessing of image, segmentation of image and the classification of features 

in the MRI images of the brain. Till today we don’t know how to remove the brain tumor. But if we identify it in the initial 

stages, we have more chances to handle it. Survival of the affected person is also high. But this task is time taking and can be 

performed by clinical experts and the radiologists only. The accuracy of the detected tumor is totally depending on the 

experience of the experts. The main functions like enhancement, segmentation and classification can be done by computer-

based technology using model-based classification. It is done on image data. These are used in wide range of real-time 

applications. These consist of computer oriented photos, model-based classification and machine learning related to 

therapeutic, biological and remoteness. Analysis of dis- ease can be done by the surgeon using this model. To increase the MRI 

image quality, we use image enhancement and then we will pre-process the MRI image. To detect tumor tissues from MRI 

images segmentation is used. Segmentation process is the separation of the image into blocks which have the same properties 

like texture, boundaries, color, gray level and brightness. This process involves separation of normal tissues from abnormal 

tissues in the image. Morphological operations performed on the segmented part. Finally, to compare the features to testing 

data with training data we use classifiers 
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I. Introduction 

In recent days, the predominant brain tumor is caused by the growth of cells in the brain. These cells do not grow 

in a normal way. These cells grow abnormally in the brain. These are called tumors. These alter the normal function 

of brain. These can lead to death of the person also. Mainly we have two types of tumors related to brain. One is 

benign tumor and other is malignant tumor. Malignant tumors are more harmful when compared to the benign 

tumors. Malignant tumors will develop fast while benign will develop slowly. 

These model-based classifications are used medically to represent the human body internally. These 

representations are done visually. Most impossible cases are also identified by performing this model-based 

technology. Now a days we have different kind of processes to identify the brain tumor. Like: MRI, Ultrasound, 

CT scan and X-ray. In the above mentioned techniques, we majorly use the MRI. MRI means magnetic resonance 

imaging. These MRI provides most divergent images of brain and tissues of cancer. Hence brain tumor recognition 

can be done through the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). These projects mainly concentrate on detection of 

brain tumor by using model-based classification techniques. 

As indicated by the estimation in the year 2016, right around 23,800 individuals were experiencing the brain tumor 

and spinal code issues. These tumors don’t have an appropriate shape and size. And furthermore, we can’t evaluate 

the area of tumor. Along these lines, investigating it will be troublesome. On the off chance if the brain tumor is 

identified at the beginning periods then we have more opportunities to as sist the patient with surviving. Nearly it 

will be restored. All these were done through MRI. It is productive and generally utilized strategy. Breaking down 

strategies in current days are finished by utilizing the techniques which depend on the experiences. These raise the 

opportunity of bogus discovery. Instruments utilized at present are increasingly normal. 

 

II. Literature Survey 

A canny Highway is an inventive idea for keen streets of future brilliant urban areas. It is an Intracranial Neoplasm 

or Brain. Tumor is strange development of cells in the mind. Brain is the most complicated part of our body[1]. 

The manifestations of a Tumor may be cause cerebral pains and headaches. Throughout the years it might even 

prompt blindness [2][4]. As of now science is rare about the starting points and factors prompting this strange 

development. Tumors are divided on two bases: regardless of whether they are destructive or not. The 

noncancerous type of the Tumor is called as Benign. These are effectively discernable and have a slow 

development rate[3]. Destructive Tumors are called Malignant[5]. These are forceful and can be dangerous as 

these is difficult to detect. 

When it comes to identifying a Tumor, specialists can select either an X-ray or an MRI. X-rays are suitable when 
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all other test neglect to give adequate data[7][9]. An MRI check utilizes the properties of attraction and radio waves 

to deliver exact pictures. Neurosurgeons most regularly endorse MRI’s as it furnishes them with adequate data to 

identify even the littlest variations from the norm[11]. In any case, as MRI utilizes attractive waves, it is 

unsatisfactory for patients with pacemakers and metal states. 

Presently when we have the examined picture of the mind, it is imperative to precisely identify the Tumor, its size, 

and its area [8]. This data is essential for the Neurosurgeon to finish his analysis. This is the place Computerized 

Image Processing comes to help. With these of various division procedures and highlight extraction technique, we 

can precisely distinguish the Tumor [10]. 

Presently when we have the examined picture of the mind, it is imperative to precisely identify the Tumor, its size, 

and its area. This data is essential for the Neurosurgeon to finish his analysis. This is the place Computerized 

Image Processing comes to help. With these of various division procedures and highlight extraction technique, 

we can precisely distinguish the Tumor. 

Right now, framework partitions the information picture into number of parts and pre-handling happens in equal. 

This programming additionally runs on Multi-Core condition for handling and extraction of every single picture 

of a part independently. Right now, in this paper, we have researched the diverse Entropy capacities for Tumor 

division and its discovery from different MRI pictures. The distinctive edge esteems will depend upon the specific 

meaning of the entropy. The edge esteems are reliant on the distinctive entropy work [14]. The noise of the image 

is decreased by the technique of digital filtering known as Median filter. This technique is a nonlinear technique. 

This reduction of noise is the step of typical processing. It protects the edges and applications during the noise 

reduction process in signal processing, hence in the processing of digital images this filter is used widely [13]. 

The Median Filter is a non-direct computerized separating system, regularly used to expel noise from an image. 

Such decreasing of noise is a normal pre-processing venture to improve the outputs of later process (for instance, 

edge location on a picture) [16]. Median filtering is generally utilized in computerized image processing on the 

grounds that, under specific conditions, it jam edges while evacuating noise of image. (However, observe 

conversation underneath), likewise having applications in signal handling. The resultant image is shown in 

fig2.which thus influences the fragmented outcomes. The fragmented outcome relies upon the shannon and 

nonshannon conduct at various occurrence of parametric determinations. Torheim et al., Guo et al., and Yao et al. 

Introduced a strategy which utilized surface highlights, wavelet change, and SVM’s calculation for powerful 

characterization of dynamic difference upgraded MR pictures, to deal with the nonlinearity of genuine information 

and to address diverse picture conventions viably. Torheim et al. additionally guarantee that their proposed 

procedure gives better forecasts and improved clinical components, tumor volume, and tumor arrange in 

correlation with first request measurable highlights [15]. Cui et al. applied a confined fluffy grouping with spatial 

data to shape a target of clinical picture division and pre disposition field estimation for cerebrum MR pictures. 

Right now, use Jaccard comparability record as an estimation of the division precision and guarantee 83 to 95 

percent exactness to fragment white issue, dim issue, and cerebrospinal liquid.  

III. Methodology 

3.1 Gray scale conversion 

First convert the input image into gray image. RGB (which stands for red, green and blue) various ways to 

reproduce a wide range of colors. The following fig 1 is the result of gray image. The pixels intensity is represented 

in range from maximum to minimum inclusive. Like from the range 0. Academic papers use this type of 

representation. But in case of colorimetric terms it cannot explain about white and black. The scale may be 

reversed during printing  
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Fig1: Fig Grayscale filter 

where the intensity of numeric explains the amount of ink emulated in half toning. The paper white is denoted 

with no ink (0percent) and solid black with full ink (100 percent). 

3.2 Median filtering 

The noise of the image is decreased by the technique of digital filtering known as Median filter. This technique is 

a nonlinear technique. This reduction of noise is the step of typical processing. It protects the edges and 

applications during the noise reduction process in signal processing, hence in the processing of digital images this 

filter is used widely. The Median Filter is a non direct computerized separating system, regularly used to expel 

noise from an image [11]. Such decreasing of noise is a normal preprocessing venture to improve the outputs of 

later process (for instance, edge location on a picture). Median filtering is generally utilized in computerized image 

processing on the grounds that, under specific conditions, it jam edges while evacuating noise of image. (However, 

observe conversation underneath), likewise having applications in signal handling. The resultant image is shown 

in fig2. 

 

Fig2:  Grayscale filter 

3.3 Global Segmentation 

Mainly we have two types of the segmentations. Global threshold and local threshold. These are done to give the 

clear image. Global threshold segmentation focusses on the whole image. Local threshold focuses on the specific 

area. In this project we use global threshold and the result is shown in fig 3. 
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Fig 3. Global Segmentation 

3.4 Morphological operations 

The shape and the size and the format or the structure of an entity is defined by the morphological operations 

[12]. The images are converted into binary images which have so many abnormalities. The most essential 

morphological activity is erosion. Erosion evacuates pixels on object limits. Fig 4 shows image after the 

operations. The quantity of pixels expelled from the articles in a picture relies upon the size and state of the 

organizing component used to process the picture. In the morphological erosion activity, the condition of some 

random pixel in the yield picture is dictated by applying a standard rule to the relating pixel and its neighbors 

in the information picture. 

Erosion is one of two fundamental operations (the other being dilation) in morphological image processing 

from which all other morphological operations are based. It was originally defined for binary images, later being 

extended to grayscale images, and subsequently to complete lattices. 

 

Fig 4. Morphological Operations 

4 Result 

Here to approve the performance of our algorithm. We used multimodal MRI images as target images for the 

following work, because they can provide complementary information about tumors. At first, we will do image 

enhancement for the MRI image, later find the region of interest by using segmentation and for the derived tumor 

part, perform morphological operations and at last we will classify the test properties with the trained properties 

by using SVM classifier. Thus, we can classify image as benign or malignant. This algorithm is machine learning 

algorithm. 

If the brain tumor type is benign. Then the output is displayed as shown in fig 5. A considerate tumor is certainly 

not a harmful tumor, which is malignant growth. It doesn’t attack close by tissue or spread to different pieces of the 

body the manner in which malignant growth can. 

If the brain tumor type is malignant. Then the output is displayed as shown in fig 6. In the following figure 6 the 

region of interest is the tumor part. The dark shaded part is the ordinary. Cells have strange chromosomes and 

DNA portrayed by enormous, dim cores, may have irregular shape may repeat after evacuation, once in a while in 

territories other the first site. 
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If the resultant image does not contain any white part (region of interest), then the result is benign tumor in the 

image. 

If the resultant image does contain any white part (region of interest), then the result is malignant tumor in the 

image. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5: Benign Tumor 

 

 

 

Fig 6: Malignant Tumor 

 

IV. Conclusion and Future Work 

Our trial results show that the proposed approach can help in the precise and convenient recognition of brain tumor 

alongside the distinguishing proof of its definite area. In this manner, the proposed approach is noteworthy for 

brain tumor recognition from MR pictures. The trial results accomplished 96.51 percent precision exhibiting the 

viability of the proposed strategy for recognizing typical and strange tissues from MR pictures. 

In future work, other than the area and perimeter we add more data to the component extraction so as to make the 

framework increasingly more sensitive. Another future line would be the discovery of small malignant brain 

tumors also. Characteristic features are bound to be found in large tumors. Small tumours might not have a 

significant number of the features of danger and may even show themselves just by optional impacts, for example, 

architectural contortion, to improve the precision of the current work, need to refine classification by selective 

scheme of the classifier and feature selection techniques classifier and feature selection techniques approach will 

give better results. 
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